We have proposed a method by which compact and lowcost multi-spectral cameras can be designed based on the concept of single-sensor cameras. A filter pattern have been proposed to capture intensity values from multiple bands by using single-sensor. Our approach is based on representing central pixel in a window as a linear combination of neighboring intensity values from same and other bands. The proposed method can be applied to multispectral images with few bands. We did comparison of our method with two existing algorithms using peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and structural-similarity (SSIM) and found that experimental results were better both visually as well as quantitatively.
Introduction
Multi-spectral images are those images which have intensity values from multiple bands of electromagnetic spectrum ranging from ultraviolet to thermal band. A multispectral image have more information about an object than normal RGB image because it captures not only the wavelengths of visible band but also many other wavelengths of electromagnetic spectrum. There are several applications of multispectral images in various domains such as in military, remote sensing [1] and medical imaging [2] .
The sensors used for multi-spectral imaging are optical-mechanical devices such as multispectral scanner used in Landsat satellite. Due to optical and mechanical parts in these sensors the size and cost of multi-spectral cameras are very high as compare to digital cameras which are based on silicon chips. The cost and size of these cameras can be reduced if they can capture light by using design techniques similar to digital cameras for RGB color imaging.
Many single-sensor digital cameras capture the light using Bayer color-filter-array (CFA) [3] which is based on the property that human-eye is more sensitive to green color than red and blue color. There are various demosaicing algorithms [4, 5] to reconstruct full color image from the raw image captured using Bayer pattern. Raw images captured using Bayer pattern have 50% samples from green band and 25% each of red and blue band but in case of multispectral imaging we do not know which band should be sampled more. Therefore we have chosen to give equal importance to all bands and sampling has been done uniformly for each band. Our proposed filter pattern for sensors of multispectral cameras will take samples uniformly from consecutive bands one-by-one. Figure 1a shows an example filter which can be applied on image-sensor to capture samples from three different consecutive bands of multi-spectral image. In this example each pixel have intensity value only from one band and other two band values need to be interpolated for complete reconstruction. This example filter pattern has been shown to capture red, green and blue intensity values but these can be any consecutive bands of multi-spectral image.
A Binary-tree based multi-spectral filter pattern has been proposed in [6] where authors have explored about the edge correlation to find missing intensity values in other bands. Spectral channel differences and bilinear interpolation based algorithm have been proposed in [7] where authors have also proposed 3 × 2 filter array for capturing multi-spectral images using CCD sensors. The paper [8] do a comparative study of some of the algorithms proposed for demosaicing of Bayer-pattern based images. Many of these approaches are based on properties and assumptions about the red, green and blue bands.
Proposed Method
Gradient-corrected bilinear interpolation technique [4] finds the filters which can be used to interpolate missing intensity values of other bands. In that technique once the filters have been found then they can be applied on each pixel in linear time to interpolate missing band values. Similarly our proposed technique can find the filters which can be applied to interpolate missing band values at each pixel in linear time.
Considering the example of a three band filter pattern shown in Figure 1a 
u1 = r11 g12 b13 g21 b22 r23 b31 rs32 g33
Here r ij , g ij , b ij represents the intensity of red, green, and blue bands respectively at location (i, j). α and β are the vectors which determine the contribution of each neighboring value for the estimation of intensity of red r 22 and green g 22 band at the point (2, 2). u 1 is the vector representing neighboring intensity values. Each window with filter pattern 1b can be written in this manner and we will get overdetermined system of linear equations :
Here y 1 and y 2 are the vectors which have intensity values from the original full color images. Once we have vector y i and the tall matrix A, we can solve the overdetermined system of equations using least-square method to find the vectors α and β. These two vectors can be used in equations 1 and 2 to interpolate red and green band values. Similar procedure can be applied for patterns 1c and 1d to interpolate unknown intensity values. In this manner we get the fractions by which each neighboring pixel will contribute for the estimation of unavailable values. This procedure can be applied on multi-spectral images with few bands to obtain the filters to interpolate missing intensity values.
Experiments
We did all the experiments using matlab software and kodak image dataset [9] . The kodak image dataset have color images of visibal band only but the proposed method will work with multi-spectral dataset as well since we have not used any property of the visible band in our proposed technique. We randomly took six full color images from the dataset and applied the filter of Figure 1a to get simulated raw images.
The simulated raw image have many repetitions of filter patterns. Each of these 3 × 3 neighborhoods of raw image form rows of matrix A in equations 3 and 4. The vector y 1 of equation 3 have values from original red band corresponding to central pixel of each window. Similarly the vector y 2 of equation 4 can be formed from the values of original green band. Knowing y 1 , y 2 and matrix A we solved overdetermined system of linear equations to get vectors α and β. The vectors α and β were then used for the estimation of red and green band values in the pattern 1b. Therefore for one filter pattern we solved two systems of linear equations and for total three patterns we solved six systems of linear equations to get the resulting vectors representing neighborhood relationship. Table 1 shows these six resulting filters for each of the repeating pattern.
We applied proposed filters of Table 1 on twenty-three images of the Kodak images [9] . Firstly the images were simulated to raw format as would be captured by camerasensor using our proposed filter pattern of Figure 1 and then filters of Table 1 were applied on each of the raw images to get full-color reconstructed images. We used peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and structural-similarity (ssim) [10] to quantitatively measure quality of reconstruction by our proposed method. Structural-similarity was calculated using implementation available here [11] . Figure 2 shows the result of applying our proposed filters on the portion of 'lighthouse' image from the kodak image dataset [9] . Figure 2a is the portion of original full color image, Figure 2b is the simulated bayer pattern image, Figure 2c is the image in our proposed filter pattern. Figure 2d and 2e are the results of applying bilinear interpolation and the algorithm of [4] on the simulated bayer pattern image. Figure 2f shows the reconstructed image which we get after applying filters of Table 1 on our our proposed filter pattern. It is visually clear from Figure 2 that our technique produces better results and it does not have image artifacts such as moire pattern. Unlike bi-linear interpolation, our interpolation technique takes into consideration not only same band values but also the neighboring band values therefore our results are better than some other techniques. Table 2 shows quantitative comparison of our method with bilinear interpolation and algorithm of [4] . The first column is showing the image number which is refering to each of the 23 images of kodak dataset. The average PSNR value for our technique is 35.7427dB which is highest as compare to both, approach [4] and bilinear interpolation. The structural similarity for our approach is higher than bilinear interpolation and is less by 0.0093 as compare to approach [4] .
Results

Conclusion and Future Work
Our results shows that effective interpolation can be achieved by exploring neighborhood relationship of nearby bands. The technique can be very useful in reducing number of sensors required in multi-spectral imaging and consequently cost and size of the cameras can also be reduced. In our study we did not used any property of human visual system such as those in Bayer pattern and some demosaicing algorithms where green band is given more importance then other two. We have done our experiments with three band color images but the same technique will work for multi-spectral images with few bands as well because any property of specific for a particular band of electromagnetic spectrum have not been considered.
The reconstruction quality can be measured by visual inspection which is subjective but have more significance than quantitative measures. As clear from Figure 2 our reconstruction results are very good as compare to other two algorithms. However the average structural-similarity index for our approach is slightly less (0.0093dB) than that approach in [4] but our approach is expandable to multispectral images. Moreover structural-similarity index have been developed by considering human visual system so there is need to develop other evaluation metric for multispectral image reconstruction methods.
More experiments need to be done with multi-spectral image datasets with different window sizes, say with window of 5 × 5 and by capturing more than three band values using single-sensor. The performance of multi-spectral imaging can also be measured using subjective human 
